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OVERVIEW OF CERAMIC COLOURS

ILBAGNOALESSI ONE

.400 	white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

ILBAGNOALESSI DOT

.400 	white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

PALOMBA COLLECTION

.000 	white

.400 	white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

.757 	white	matt

KARTELL BY LAUFEN

.000 white

.400 white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

.757 white matt*

.020  black glossy*

.759  grey matt*

LIVING

.000 	white

.400 	white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

LB3

.000 white

INO

.000 white

.400 white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

VAL

.000 white

.400 white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

PALACE

.000 white

LAUFEN PRO S

.000 white

.400 white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

LAUFEN PRO A AND B

.000 white

.400 	white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

.018 	bahama	beige

.037 	manhattan

.049 	pergamon

CLEANET RIVA

.400 	white	LCC	(Laufen	Clean	Coat)

.757 	white	matt

FLORAKIDS

.000 	white

.062 	white/red

.072 	white/green

*only available for selected products



www.laufen.com/bimobjects
www.facebook.com/laufenbathrooms

www.twitter.com/laufenbathrooms
www.youtube.com/laufenbathrooms1
www.instagram.com/laufenbathrooms
www.pinterest.com/laufenbathrooms

OVERVIEW OF CERAMIC OPTIONS

Options for washbasins

.104	 one	tap	hole, centre

.105	 one	tap	hole,	left 

.106	 one	tap	hole,	right 

.107 two tap holes

.108 three tap holes

.109  without tap hole

.111  one tap hole, without overflow 
hole 

.112  without tap hole, without overflow 
hole

.113  one tap hole, left, without 
overflow hole

.114  one tap hole, right, without 
overflow hole

.115  two tap holes, without overflow 
hole

.135  one tap hole, cutable on one 
side

.136  three tap holes US/CAN, 
8 inches apart

.142  without tap hole, without over-
flow hole, without open drain

.147  one tap hole, cutable on two 
sides

.155  outer surface glazed

.156  one tap hole, without overflow 
hole, without open drain

.158  three tap holes, without over-
flow

.814   one tap hole, one hole on the 
right side

.815   one tap hole, one hole on the 
right side, without overflow

Options for bidets

.302  with one tap hole at centre, 
without lateral holes for water 
inlet

.304  with one tap hole at centre, 
with lateral holes for water inlet

Tap hole symbols

  = without tap hole

  = one tap hole

  = two tap holes

  = three tap holes
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Design: Stefano Giovannoni

A free-standing bathtub made from solid 
surface Sentec in a gentle, comfortable 
shape with or without whirl system.
Also as a fitted version.
All faucets Il Bagno Alessi One are 
available from Oras.

The architect and designer, Stefano 
Giovannoni, born 1954 in La Spezia 
(Italy), lives and works in Milan. His work 
has received international acclaim.  
A number of his designs can be found 
in the permanent collections of the 
Centre Georges Pompidou in Paris and 
the Museum of Modern Art in New York. 
According to Alberto Alessi, the Managing 
Director of ALESSI, Giovannoni is one 
of the few designers who understands 
how to combine the unusual with the 
popular, which is also why he was com-
missioned to develop the first complete 
bathroom scenario for ALESSI.



The playful, slightly eccentric form of the washbasins is quite iconic and fires the 
imagination without compromising functionality. The wide variety of ILBAGNOALESSI One 
washbasins demonstrates that good design can take more than one shape. From the 
small washbasin to the countertop washbasins, the character of the range is unmistak-
able. Most washbasins have a concealed ceramic overflow system. The ceramic of the 
washbasins is finished with LAUFEN Clean Coat, making it particularly easy to clean.

The collection is complemented by 
accessories of functional and symbolic 
value, including a shelf with integrated 
towel holder, made from revolutionary 
SaphirKeramik. Toilet roll holders and 
clothes hanger are also available.
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The sanitary ware with its poetic design 
language was created by the prolific 
Italian designer, Stefano Giovannoni. 
ILBAGNOALESSI One includes not 
only the characteristic and spectacular 
washbasins, but also an aesthetically- 
pleasing high- quality and functional 
range of furniture, bathtubs made 
of solid surface and sanitary acrylic 
as well as accessories made from 
SaphirKeramik. 



An icon of contemporary design: the 
floor-mounted TamTam by LAUFEN 
opens up new dimensions in bathroom 
design. The taps, mounted on the 
rim of the basin, wall-mounted or 
floor-standing, combine perfectly with 
the washbasin. Behind this lies an 
exceptionally high degree of func-
tionality: invisible overflow, concealed 
connection hoses, hidden mounting.

The surfaces are top-quality Noce 
Canaletto real wood veneer or 
white high-gloss lacquer with a 
quartz cover plate. It goes without 
saying of course that all surface 
finishes are not sensitive to water.





ILBAGNOALESSI dOt – a cooperation between Alessi, LAUFEN Bathrooms 
and Oras – was the first bathroom project of the designer, Wiel Arets.
In drawing up the design, Arets paid particular attention to ensuring that the individual 
objects did not distract from the real purpose of the bathroom – to cleanse the body 
and spirit.  
Wiel Arets: “The ensemble as a whole is based on the strengths of its individual parts. 
Each must fulfil its purpose without becoming overly dominant. All objects must, in all 
respects, serve the purpose of relaxation. The design of the forms is very low key yet 
consistent for all objects which means they project an overall impression of peace and 
tranquillity.  
On closer inspection, it can also be seen that their form perfectly follows their function.”
While the designs of the Dutch architect and designer Wiel Arets are undoubtedly based 
on intellectual concepts, they are also pragmatic.  
His most significant work includes the Academy of Art and Architecture in Maastricht 
and the AZL Pensions Fund Headquarters in Heerlen, Netherlands.  
Wiel Arets was born in 1955 in Heerlen and received his diploma from the Technical 
University of Eindhoven in 1983. In 1984, he founded the office Wiel Arets Architect 
& Associates in Heerlen, which subsequently moved to Maastricht in 1996. He has 
lectured all over the world at academies and universities in London, Vienna and New 
York and other cities. He currently holds the Berlage professorship at the Technical 
University of Delft. 
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Design: Wiel Arets



Formal and minimalistic: this is the 
impression created by the elements 
of ILBAGNOALESSI dOt. 
The unifying key element is the circle 
– even if this is not always obvious.
The highly minimalist design with
closed form and low-key elegance
radiates an air of tranquillity.
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PALOMBA COLLECTION



Design: Ludovica+Roberto Palomba



With the introduction of the successful LAUFEN PALOMBA 
COLLECTION in 2005 the famous Italian designers Ludovica 
and Roberto Palomba created a design language that the 
couple describe as a “fingerprint of nature”. The tension 
between rigorous geometrical and organic shapes is typical 
of the entire collection, and ensures that all elements can be 
combined with one another. If recent editions have favoured 
geometrical shapes, this time round the Milanese designers 
are again focusing more on soft organic lines. The highlights of 
the PALOMBA COLLECTION are the “Menhir” washbasin and 
an exceptional bathtub. These two leading protagonists are 
accompanied by a cast of four countertop washbasins,  
two washbasin bowls and a new bathroom furniture collection. 
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LAUFEN extends its range of washbasins 
introduced in previous editions of the 
collection by four countertop washbasins 
in 50, 65, 80 and 100 cm lengths. 
An organically shaped bowl blends 
lagoon-like into the ultra-flat washbasin 
panel. The central position of the bowl 
leaves ample storage space at either side.

To match the ceramic washbasin 
LAUFEN has created a bathroom furniture 
series for the PALOMBA COLLECTION. 
It includes vanity units whose handles 
and bases can be optionally selected 
with atmospheric LED lighting, a tall 
cabinet, medium cabinet and washtops 

The PALOMBA COLLECTION offers 
endless creative possibilities, as many of 
the objects can be combined with each 
other. LAUFEN has set itself the task of 
continuously adding new design solutions 
to the PALOMBA COLLECTION. The 
versatile design tonalities give architects, 
interior decorators and designers a 
wide selection of superior quality, 
up-to-date products at their disposal 
in the planning of bathrooms, thus 
offering them a great opportunity:
To break free from all clichés and 
have full design freedom.





Innovative axialities: organic decisive lines 
for a large washbasin that characterize 
and shape the entire range of architec-
tural objects. A unique product in the 
world of sanitary wares which poses a 
real challenge to the laws of production. 
This iconic 1600 mm washbasin is also 
available in widths of 1200 mm and 
800 mm. Together with the asymmetric 
washbasin bowl, this washbasin won 
the coveted red dot design award. 



The bathroom is also architecture. This 
room can become a real part of the 
home by devising bathtub, washbasin, 
WC, bidet and furniture configurations. 
The WC and bidet in white ceramic 
are available as a floorstanding bidet/
WC, wall-hung bidet/WC and WC with 
cistern. The toilet seat has a lowering 
system. The WC seat with ultra-flat 
cover fits existing stylish WC versions. 
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Symmetrical and asymmetrical bathtubs made of acrylic and 
Sentec mineral material. The PALOMBA COLLECTION takes 
pure geometry to a new level. A modern international bathroom, 
thanks to essential shapes that are unique, sensual and readily 
combinable. These innovative and unprecedented creations 
mark the start of a new chapter in the art of bathroom design. 



PALOMBA COLLECTION
Colours ceramic

.000  white

.400  white LCC

Colours bathtubs

.000  white

Options solid surface bathtub

000 
Without whirl system, without 
underwater lighting

625
Whirl systems with sensor, with 
underwater lighting

Number of air holes 62

For detailed information on the 
whirl systems, refer to the chapter 
“Wellness”.
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Since its launch Kartell by LAUFEN has celebrated 
great successes with clients, at design events, 
award ceremonies and trade shows around the 
globe. With a range of exciting products, LAUFEN 
opened another chapter in this success story. 
There’s a 120 cm wide washbasin made from 
SaphirKeramik. This generously sized piece is 
perfect for larger washing areas. And a 90 cm 
washbasin with a shelf on the right, an extremely 
compact guest basin with storage on the right or 
left. This range is made from SaphirKeramik and 
includes innovative features such as a special 
hidden outlet and optional invisible overflow.

Design: Ludovica+Roberto Palomba
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To this collection we have 
also added an easy to clean 
rimless toilet and space saving 
vanity units for guest bathroom 
washbasins. Vanity units with 
one or two drawers for 90cm 
and 120cm washbasins. With 
its products Kartell by LAUFEN 
furthers its reputation as a 
complete bathroom collection, 
offering innovative and stylish 
options for exceptional 
bathrooms, both compact 
and generously sized.







The line of fittings in the Kartell by LAUFEN range combines 
quality design and pure lifestyle in one. LAUFEN has expanded 
its range with elegant fittings and single lever operation. To select 
from is a washbasin faucet, a column faucet for countertop 
bowls as well as a bidet faucet and a 2-hole faucet with swivel 
spout and individually positionable operation. 

LAUFEN complements the Kartell by LAUFEN fittings range 
with wall-mounted faucets for washbasins, bathtubs and 
showers. They provide the user with a convenient storage 
space for personal accessories and can be installed quickly 
and easily thanks to the innovative flush-mounted Simibox 
1 point unit.
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LIVING CITY

A system with corners and edges, yet so flexible and easy 
to maintain: living city has a clear concept and clear forms. 
Thanks to the modular system, washbasins with and without 
storage are available in many widths. Reduction, not stone 
cold sobriety; individualism without idiosyncrasy: The language 
of the living city forms is aimed at people who live in modern 
surroundings and create a living environment with refined 
awareness and sensitivity to materials. The design of LAUFEN 
rectangular wall-hung WCs and bidets suits this context 
perfectly.



Design: Phoenix Design



Urbane and modern: living city demonstrates a bold tendency 
towards reduction and interprets sanitary ware as a cube. This 
bathroom design is characterised by a clear line and aesthetic 
sophistication.
Pure geometry: The sanitary ware products of living city speak 
a clear formal language are a celebration of modern lines – 
and are also eyecatching in combination with the matching city 
line, citypro and cityprime faucets.
Case, the bathroom furniture series, is the perfect compliment 
and provides more storage space for all living city washbasins 
(see chapter “case”).
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LIVING SQUARE
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Design: platinumdesign, 
Andreas Dimitriadis

living square pushes the art of ceramic 
manufacturing to its limits. The 
extremely flat washbasin, with its flat 
surfaces and defined edges, appears 
to float in front of the wall. This is how 
elegant sanitary ware can be.
living square inspires with its slender 
outline: The double washbasin, with a 
useful width of 180 cm in combination 
with the ceramic shelf, creates a 
fully functional washing facility. The 
case range of furniture is equally well 
matched (for more information see the 
chapter “case”).
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Different configurations are possible 
for the living square washbasin: 
traditional wall mounting; incorporated 
in a furniture unit; as a back-to-wall 
washbasin bowl; recessed into the 
top of a countertop or with additional 
practical towel holder.



The living square washbasins are 
cutable and can be trimmed to almost 
any requirement: on the right, left or 
at both ends. Thanks to precision 
engineering, they can be cut in 
our factory to within a millimetre of 
customer specifications. This means 
we can produce tailor-made solutions 
that fit perfectly into niches and 
corners.
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living square inspires with its slender 
outline: The double washbasin, with a 
useful width of 180 cm in combination 
with the ceramic splash back, creates 
a fully functional washing facility.



LIVING SAPHIRKERAMIK



LB3



Design: Ludovica+Roberto Palomba

Perfect combination with contemporary 
furnishings: Lb3 classic is the formal 
language of the middle-class living 
environments of the 19th century – 
adapted to the present day and unca-
pricious. The double contour lends the 
wash basin a timelessly elegant and 
light appearance. As washbasin with 
pedestal or siphon cover, as cutable 
countertop washbasin or as built-in 
washbasin – Lb3 classic offers a 
wide selection that gives you ultimate 
flexibility when choosing your fixtures 
and fittings. This range offers a nod to 
the past – yet is still highly contempo-
rary in terms of its design: furniture in 
white, oak or wenge. 
For wall-mounting or flexible installa-
tion on chrome-plated metal feet. Tall 
cabinets with glass shelves can store a 
great deal ensure the bathroom stays 
tidy. Perfection down to the last detail: 
The accessories are perfectly matched 
to the design of the three Lb3 versions 
and have sophisticated chrome fittings.



Standard 
42 cm

Comfort
48 cm

+ 6 cm

LB3 COMFORT

Lb3 Comfort WCs – for greater 
comfort: The seat position is 6 cm 
higher which makes it consider-
ably easier to sit down, allows a 
more ergonomic sitting position and 
lets you stand up more easily. It fits 
existing connections, which makes 
replacement clean and easy.

–  seating position raised by 6 cm for
more comfort

–  knee angle of about 90° for
ergonomic sitting position and ease
of sitting and standing

–  easy installation due to standard
fixing dimensions (e.g. for renovation)

Standard
42 cm

Comfort
48 cm
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Whether floorstanding or wall-hung, whether with face 
mounted or recessed cistern: the Lb3 WC and bidet range is 
convincing due to its variety – with or without lowering system. 
Many convincing practical details: bidet overflow without 
overflow hole and concealed fixings for WC and bidet.
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INO



WEIGHTLESS AESTHETIC
The new bathroom collection Ino, designed for LAUFEN by 
French designer Toan Nguyen, understands itself as a fresh 
interpretation of classic washbasin forms. The innovative 
collection skilfully uses the creative possibilities of LAUFEN’s 
SaphirKeramik. Elegant, inviting and almost weightless 
objects, the pieces work with simple lines, creating soft yet 
extremely stable walls. The collection includes a wall-mounted 
washbasin, a countertop or half inserted washbasin bowl, as 
well as high-quality bathroom furniture and two bathtubs.

Design: Toan Nguyen

A fine feeling for the trends and 
developments in business and the 
environment characterise the design 
of Toan Nguyen: With his design 
studio, the Toan Nguyen Studio, he 
designs products that lend the spirit 
of the times a timeless shape. Toan 
Nguyen was born in Paris in 1969 and 
graduated in 1995 as an industrial 
designer from ENSI-Les Ateliers in 
Paris. Nguyen gained experience by 
working at various design offices in 
Paris, Barcelona and Madrid, before 
starting a 10-year collaboration as a 
design director and design partner with 
Antonio Citterio in 1998. During this 
period, he came up with designs for 
brands like Axor Hansgrohe, B&B Italia, 
Flos, Fusital, Guzzini, Iittala, Kartell, 
Metalco, Skantherm, Technogym and 
Vitra. Toan Nguyen established his 
own design studio in Milan in 2008.
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One of the collection’s stand out features is its sensational 
washbasin with seamlessly integrated console. The easy-to-
clean shelf, which defines the space next to the generous 
washbasin has a drawn up back wall, and can be located 
on the left or right of the washbasin. In 2015 this piece was 
awarded the coveted Design Plus Award by the ISH jury.

A free-standing bathtub made from Sentec is available in 
1700 x 750 mm and 1800 x 800 mm forms, including an 
integrated headrest and creates a relaxing atmosphere. With its 
narrow edges the oval tub looks as delicate as the washbasins 
made from SaphirKeramik. The piece, distinguished by its light 
weight, is made with a single layer cast from a single mould.



Ino also includes wall-mounted washbasins in 450 and 560 mm 
widths and washbasin bowls in widths of 350 and 500 mm, 
which are available as countertop or as half-inserted versions.



Nguyen has also designed a set of bathroom furniture 
that visually and functionally accompanies his Ino 
collection. A highlight is the ultra-thin panel on the drawer 
made from real wood veneer or mirrored aluminium, 
which seamlessly flows over the sides and base of the 
cabinet making it appear as one piece. A matching 
cupboard with a corner door is also available.



VAL
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FUNCTION AS ORNAMENT 

The extraordinary design potential of LAUFEN’s  
revolutionary SaphirKeramik reveals itself in  
the bathroom collection Val, designed for the  
Swiss bathroom specialist by star designer 
Konstantin Grcic from Munich. Simple architectural 
lines, extremely narrow edges and fine surface  
structures make the washbasins of this collection 
globally unique. The Val range includes wash- 
basins, washbasin bowls, trays, bathtubs and 
bathroom furniture from the Space collection.

Design: Konstantin Grcic

Munich designer Konstantin Grcic is 
not only one of the most influential 
designers of his time, he is also 
renowned for his ability to stretch new 
materials and production methods to 
their limits. With the SaphirKeramik 
range, we offered Grcic the opportunity 
to redefine and push the creative 
boundaries of bathroom ceramics. The 
intensive collaboration started with the 
SaphirKeramik project and focussed 
on a series of spectacular concept 
studies based on washbasins with a 
decorative, functional surface.



The rectangular, wall-mounted 
washbasin, is available in  
6 widths from 450 to 950 mm. 
Its trademark, straight 
geometric lines and walls with 
small radii and gently rounded 
corners emphasise the 
humane and friendly character 
of the delicate SaphirKeramik.
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Suited to the SaphirKeramik objects, Konstantin Grcic 
has designed a compact, free-standing bathtub in the 
dimensions 1600 x 750 x 520 mm. The oval tub weaves a 
sense of harmony into the bathroom with its lightness and 
elegance, created by its extremely narrow edges, and fits 
perfectly with fine washbasins. As LAUFEN manufactures 
the bathtub from the solid surface material Sentec, it can 
be crafted as a single layer in one mould without sacrificing 
integrated overflow, while also reducing the bathtub’s weight. 

Val also includes a rectangular and an asymmetrical washbasin 
bowl as well as a partially concealed washbasin, each of 

which is equipped with built-in storage space and has a tactile 
surface texture that creates semi-dry areas. Also belonging 

to Val are circular and rectangular storage trays made of 
SaphirKeramik, both of which have tactile surface structures. 

All washbasins are available with or without overflow.





PALACE



Design: platinumdesign, Andreas Dimitriadis





A timeless classic, conceived with the 
future in mind: palace has developed 
into a complete multi-facetted bathroom 
solution. But its speciality remains: 
To provide cutable washbasins tailored 
to the measurements of any bathroom.

Palace’s designer, Andreas Dimitriadis 
of platinumdesign, has put together a 
bathroom range that is as suitable for 
the private home as it is for the hotel 
bathrooms of the world. It is a homage 
to the ceramic material, taking advantage 
of its strengths in both applications.

Bathroom Furniture chapter



The large palace washbasins (from a length of 120 cm) can 
be ordered made-to-measure from our factory. Thanks to 
our innovative production engineering, our sanitary ware 
fits precisely into bathroom plans. The sanitary ware can 
be cut, also diagonally. Freestanding side components 
can also be manufactured to precise measurements 
without having to add on side panels with visible joints.
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Whether wall-mounted or floor- 
standing – the range of palace WC 
and bidet models covers all applica-
tions. Ingenious: An ergonomic form, 
also as wall-hung WC compact, 
with concealed mountings. An 
optional WC seat with lowering 
system is also available.



LAUFEN PRO



LAUFEN has extended its successful 
LAUFEN pro bathroom range, and 
updated its design. It has enhanced 
this already comprehensive bathroom 
range, which offers the ideal solution 
for every spatial situation and 
requirement and also reflects the building 
values of the current generation. 
Industrial design is the modern answer to 
the once revolutionary idea that every one 
has a right to enjoy beautiful forms. 
Good design is now no longer a right 
reserved for the most affluent customers. 
Modern methods of industrial production 
and designers such as  Peter Wirz of 
Vetica, who put  optimum manufacturing 
feasibility at the forefront of their creative 
processes, make such sanitary ware 
ranges as LAUFEN pro possible. This 
does not just benefit the designer, more 
importantly, it also benefits the customer.

Design: Vetica, Peter Wirz



LAUFEN PRO S
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The Swiss designer Peter Wirz is also responsible for LAUFEN 
pro S. With heaps of sensitivity, he brought about a systematic, 
production-optimised evolution of the pro concept: Thanks to 
its slim silhouette and clearly-defined radii, the washbasin has 
a light and elegant appearance. The deep bowl means that it’s 
also functionally appealing. The aesthetics of LAUFEN pro S 
therefore definitely take the range in the direction of LAUFEN’s 
premium design lines – while remaining affordable by all. 





Slimmer, lighter and bolder – LAUFEN pro S is the new family member 
that supplements the successful LAUFEN pro series. Thanks to the careful 
redesign, the elegant pro S is compatible with all pro variants.



If space is scarce, good ideas are 
required. LAUFEN pro compact solutions 
give you the opportunity to devise a 
comprehensive design concept, even 
in the most restricted spaces. Our 
washbasins and WCs have a short 
projection which saves valuable space.
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The new LAUFEN pro S WC is a 
geometric wall-hung WC which comes 
with a matching bidet. It fits in perfectly 
with the redesign of the LAUFEN pro S 
washbasins. Thanks to the concealed 
LAUFEN EasyFit mounting system (PCT 
pat. pend.), the ceramics have a flawless 
appearance and are easy to clean.

The bowl of the new LAUFEN pro S 
rimless WC has no rim. Dirt and adhe-
sions no longer find a foothold and 
are cleanly washed away thanks to an 
innovative, powerful flushing system.





The elegant and subtle LAUFEN pro S furniture-mounted  
washbasins with deep, highly functional bowls and generously 
sized shelves are new to the range. These are only available 
together with the matching furniture in the range.



LAUFEN PRO B
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Elegance and function combined. Semicircular washbasins in 
a large number of sizes. Suitable for any type of use. Pro as  
in professional – B for Basic.
The elegant shape is striking, as well as the raised rim 
in the LAUFEN pro B series. This is a washbasin which 
makes a good impression everywhere. It is thus logical 
that it is available in a large range of sizes and styles.



LAUFEN PRO A



Reduction as design principle. Simple, no-nonsense rectangular 
washbasins. Pro as in professional – A for Architecture.
A simple rectangle is the basic shape, and the special rim that 
prevents overflow is a design feature that is also functional.





LAUFEN pro includes WCs and bidets for all 
applications. LAUFEN pro slim is a new version 
of the popular, round LAUFEN pro rimless WC, 
now with recesses and a particularly flat seat.

LAUFEN EasyFit system 
Product properties chapter

LAUFEN PRO WCS AND BIDETS
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LAUFEN PRO RIMLESS WC



NEW NEW

The bowl of the LAUFEN rimless WC does not need a rim. 
Dirt and adhesions no longer find a foothold and are cleanly 
washed away thanks to an innovative, powerful flushing 
system. Both public toilets and private bathrooms can 
benefit from the easy cleaning and great hygiene this system 
offers. LAUFEN has further developed a revolutionary wall 
fixation system for WCs, bidets and urinals. A patent has 
been lodged. The invisible and easy to mount EasyFit fixation 
system meets the needs of both fitters and end users.

• Hygienic
• Easy to clean
• Powerful flushing
• Economical
• Flexible
• Great design
• EasyFit system PCT patent pending
• Optimally supplemented by LCC

Laufen Pro
82096.6

Laufen Pro compact
82096.5

Laufen Pro 
with niches

82096.4

Laufen Pro S
82096.2

Laufen Pro
82295.6

Laufen Pro
82096.0

Pro Liberty 70 cm
82196.0



Wall-hung WC and bidet with 560 mm projection. Universal WC paper 
and brush holders in ceramic are also available.

Compact dimension, maximum comfort: WC with 490 mm projection.

Back-to-wall and floorstanding WC and bidet.

Renovation-friendly WC with comfort and normal sitting position and 
horizontal outlet.

Back-to-wall floorstanding WC combination with universal seat and 
cover.

Renovation-friendly WC with comfort and normal sitting position and 
vertical outlet.



BATHTUBS

Clean cut, traditional forms have a special appeal: and this 
is the case too with LAUFEN pro. Based on rectangular 
geometric forms, the design brings maximum functional-
ity and a clean cut appearance to the bathroom. The acrylic 
bathtubs in the LAUFEN pro range are available in white 
or pergamon, in five sizes and also with whirl system.



For information on ceramic colours and options, refer to the overview at the end of the catalogue.

WASHBASIN BOWLS

The original washbasin. What was 
once effectively a portable water 
container now provides elegant high-
lights in the bathroom. The washbasin 
bowl embodies a timeless chapter 
in bathroom history. More and more 
designers are now combining the 
light  appearance of the washbasin 
bowl with suitable vanity units, which 
restores a great deal of authenticity to 
the bathroom.

ILBAGNOALESSI One /
81897.1 Ø 520 mm

Options: .104 .109

ILBAGNOALESSI One 

81897.3 800 x 420 mm

Options: .112

ILBAGNOALESSI One /
81897.2 750 x 520 mm

Options: .104 .109

ILBAGNOALESSI One 

81197.3 Ø 450 mm

Options: .109

PALOMBA COLLECTION 

81680.1 900 x 420 mm

Options: .112

PALOMBA COLLECTION 

81680.2 520 x 380 mm

Options: . 112

PALOMBA COLLECTION /
81680.3 600 x 400 mm

Options: . 104 .109 .111 .112

Kartell by LAUFEN 

81233.1 Ø 420 mm

Options: .112

Kartell by LAUFEN //
81233.2 750 x 350 mm

Options: .104 .108 .111 .112 .158 
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living SaphirKeramik 

81143.3 360 x 360 mm

Options: .112

living SaphirKeramik 

81143.4 600 x 340 mm

Options: .112

living SaphirKeramik 

81143.5 Ø 380 mm

Options: .112

living city /
81143.0 450 x 380 mm
81143.1 500 x 425 mm
81143.2 600 x 425 mm

Options:  .104 .109 
also for 81143.1/.2 
.108

VAL /
81228.1 500 x 400 mm

Options: .104 .109 .111 .112

VAL 

81228.2 550 x 360 mm

Options: .109 .112

INO 

81230.0 350 x 360 mm

Options: .109 .112

INO 

81230.2 500 x 360 mm

Options: .109 .112

LAUFEN pro S //
81295.2 550 x 380 mm 
81295.3 600 x 380 mm

Options: .104 .108 .109 .142 .156

LAUFEN pro S 

81695.2 600 x 400 mm 

Options: .112

LAUFEN pro 

81296.4 520 x 390 mm 

Options: .109

LAUFEN pro 

81296.2 Ø 420 mm 

Options: .109



The ground flat underside of the wall-mounted washbasins shown here is placed on the furniture. When ceramic bowls are combined 
with stone, wood or metal bases, this opens up a wide range of interior design possibilities.

WASHBASINS, UNDERSURFACE GROUND

living city //
81543.3 450 x 380 mm
81743.2 500 x 460 mm
81743.4 600 x 460 mm

Options:  .104 .109 
also for 81743.2/4 
.108

living city ///
81743.7  800 x 460 mm
81843.8 1000 x 460 mm

Options:  .104 108 .109 
also for 81843.8 
.107

VAL /
81628.0 450 x 420 mm

Options:  104 .109 .111 .112 

For information on ceramic colours and options, refer to the overview at the end of the catalogue.



VAL //
81628.2 550 x 420 mm
81628.3 600 x 420 mm, 81628.4 650 x 420 mm
81628.5 750 x 420 mm, 81628.7 950 x 420 mm

Options:  .104 .108 .109 .111 .112 .158

INO /
81630.0 450 x 410 mm
81630.2 560 x 450 mm

Options:  104 .109 .111 .112 

LAUFEN pro S /
81696.1 450 x 340 mm

Options: .104 .109 .142 .150

LAUFEN pro compact //

81795.8 550x380 mm
81795.9 600x380 mm

Options:  .104 .108 .109 .142 .150

LAUFEN pro S //
81696.2 550 x 465 mm
81696.3 600 x 465 mm
81696.4 650 x 465 mm
81696.7 700 x 465 mm

Options:  .104 .108 .109 .136 .142 .156

LAUFEN pro S //
81696.5  850 x 460 mm
81696.6 1050 x 460 mm

Options:  .104 .108 .109 

LAUFEN pro /
81195.2 450 x 340 mm

Options: .104 . 109

LAUFEN pro //
81795.1 550 x 480 mm
81795.2 600 x 480 mm
81795.3 650 x 480 mm

Options:  .104 .108 .109 

LAUFEN pro //
81295.6  850 x 480 mm
81295.8 1050 x 480 mm

Options: .104 .108 .109

LAUFEN pro //
81396.7 1300 x 480 mm

Options: .104 .108 .109

For information on ceramic colours and options, refer to the overview at the end of the catalogue.



SEMI-RECESSED WASHBASINS

The recessed washbasins project out from a slender, space-saving countertop. In hotel bathrooms, and wherever space is limited, 
semi-recessed washbasins are an elegant solution that allow greater freedom of movement.
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ILBAGNOALESSI One /
81397.2 750 x 500 mm

Options: .104 .109

living //
81343.2 550 x 460 mm

Options:  .104 .108 .109

living /
81343.1 Ø 460 mm

Options: .104 .109

LAUFEN pro A 

81296.1 560 x 440 mm

Options: .104

LAUFEN pro B 

81295.1 560 x 440 mm

Options: .104



DROP-IN WASHBASINS

The ceramic basin is lowered from above into the cut-out in the washtop. In contrast to washbasin bowls, the underside is not ground 
flat, as the washbasin is not supported at the bottom. Bathrooms can be designed to individual requirements using a combination of 
washtops and bowls with a wide variety of forms and colours.



ILBAGNOALESSI One /
81397.1 Ø 500 mm

Options: .104 .109

For information on ceramic colours and options, refer to the overview at the end of the catalogue.

living square //
81543.5 500 x 380 mm
81643.2 650 x 480 mm
81643.4 900 x 480 mm

Options:  .104 .109 
also for 81643.2 and 81643.4 
.108 

Lb3 /
81168.2 650 x 490 mm

Options: .104 .108

VAL /
81728.1 550 x 360 mm Ø inside 304 mm

Options: .105 .106 .109 .112 .113 .114

INO 

81730.1 350 x 365 mm
81730.2 500 x 365 mm

Options: .109 .112

LAUFEN pro S //
81896.3 560 x 440 mm

Options: .104 .108 .109

LAUFEN pro B 

81395.1 560 x 440 mm

Options:  .104

LAUFEN pro A //
81396.1 560 x 440 mm

Options:  .104 .108 .109 .155

fiora 

81177.2 Ø 490 mm

Options:  .000 one tap hole at centre

indova 

81139.1 570 x 450 mm
81139.2 610 x 480 mm

Options:  .000 one tap hole at centre

vienna 

81141.1 555 x 430 mm
81141.2 630 x 510 mm

Options:  .000 one tap hole at centre

object 

81206.4 570 x 450 mm

Options:  .000 one tap hole at centre



BUILT-IN WASHBASINS

Built-in washbasins blend effortlessly into your bathroom. The ceramic bowl is installed in the washtop from below. The flush fit 
between the bowls and natural stone, plastic or wooden countertop makes the ensemble easy to clean.



living city 

81343.9* Ø 400 mm

*ground

Options:  .109 .155

For information on ceramic colours and options, refer to the overview at the end of the catalogue.

living city 

81243.2* 350 x 280 mm
81243.1* 490 x 310 mm

*ground

Options: .109 .155

LAUFEN pro S //
81196.6 490 x 360 mm

Options: .104 .108 .109 .155

birova 

81119.1 490 x 355mm

Options:  .000 without tap hole .155

bijou 

81122.0 415 x 365 mm
81123.0 480 x 400 mm
81124.0 510 x 420 mm

Options:  .000 one tap hole, with overflow 
.111 .155

savoy 

81319.2 500 x 350 mm

Options:  .000 without tap hole, Hidden over-
flow .155

LAUFEN pro S 

81196.1 490 x 360 mm
81196.8 550 x 380 mm
81196.9 600 x 400 mm

Options: .109 .155

LAUFEN pro 
81896.2* Ø 420 mm

*ground

Options: .109 .155

fiora 

81178.0* Ø 410 mm
81178.2* Ø 440 mm

*ground

Options:  .000 one tap hole at centre 
also for 81178.2 .108



TALUX

With their geometric and pared-down, harmonious forms, talux washbasins 
are a refreshing move away from short-lived fashionable trends. 
Flat ceramic surfaces contrast harmo niously with the curves of the basins 
themselves. This is timeless elegance that is part and parcel of a modern lifestyle.
Durability and functionality, efficient maintenance and an excellent price-per-
formance ratio also make talux the first choice for the municipal sector.

Design: Jürg Heuberger



CLEANET RIVA SHOWER WC
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Design: Vetica, Peter Wirz

The bathroom is the most important place for cleanliness. 
That’s where we go to freshen ourselves up. To feel nice. 
To have a feeling of being clean – a feeling that envelops 
the whole body, from the bathtub to the toilet. 
The CLEANET RIVA shower toilet sets new benchmarks. 
In essence: the greatest possible luxury in perfect hygiene. 
The elegance of discretion, thanks to superior technology. 
An object with a clear design concept. Streamlined ceramic 
concealing high-end technology. All in one: central operating 
controls in the form of a rotary button. An intuitive all-rounder 
in brushed stainless steel. The CLEANET RIVA cleans itself 
after every use. A masterpiece of Swiss engineering art and 
design. White ceramic, clear water, an enhancement to our 
everyday lives.



The CLEANET RIVA shower 
toilet is a purely Swiss product 
that combines LAUFEN experti-
se with ground-breaking techno-
logy and modern compact 
design by Peter Wirz. 
CLEANET RIVA was awarded
the Red Dot Award for product
design, the iF Design Award 
and the Design Plus. The cera-
mic body elegantly conceals 
the clever two-part construc-
tion, which needs only to be fit-
ted together to assemble the 
CLEANET RIVA: High-tech is 
hidden discreetly in the WC. 
Wireless technology enables 
cable-free construction. The 
European requirements are 
met, including the EN 1717 
potable water standard.

Minimalist compact 
design similar  
to a standard toilet 

The exchangeable  
shower head is lowered 
into the ceramic  
body with a cover ring 

Enclosed ceramic body 
with hidden water  
and electricity supply 

Automatic air purifier 
with active carbon  
filter

Hygienic and easy to 
maintain thanks to its 
rimless shape and the 
LCC-finished ceramic 
surface 

LED night light with  
signal function 

Intuitive operation using 
the rotary button  
or by remote control

Various programmable 
user profiles 

A strong but gentle jet, 
with optimal distance 
and angle

Integrated self-cleaning 
functions with thermal 
cleaning and automated 
descaling 

Gentle ladies shower jet 
with separate button

Detachable seat and lid 
made of Duroplast with 
lowering mechanism 

Thorough shower head 
cleaning before and  
after each use 

Low energy  
consumption 



FLORAKIDS
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Design: platinumdesign, Andreas Dimitriadis

Strong individual design with a kick: For Andreas Dimitriadis, 
a perfect product is one that does not just fulfil the expecta-
tions of the customers, but one that surprises them with its 
unexpected positive aspects as they use it. It is guided by 
the philosophy of the proprietor of the platinumdesign studio, 
together with his team of designers, CAD specialists and  
modellers, to develop strong individual designs that offer 
customers added value, that appeal to them emotionally and 
reflect the quality of the product visually, thus building up a 
strong brand trust.
Andreas Dimitriadis: “With florakids, LAUFEN has succeeded 
in creating a positive, lively and child-friendly environment for 
early childhood hygiene. This bathroom has been created 
exclusively for children!”

Made with love!

Children love animals, and the more 
imaginative, colourful and friendly the 
better. We have succeeded in creating 
a child-friendly environment for early 
childhood hygiene. With its rounded 
shapes and strong colours, and 
taking inspiration from real life plants 
and animals, our bathroom reflects 
the typical playful and imaginative 
world of pre-school children.
This product family is practical and 
adapted precisely to the needs  
of children.



The florakids positive and playful 
washbasin is designed entirely with 
the needs of children in mind. Owing 
to its size, children can reach the 
faucets effortlessly. It can be used from 
all sides by more than one child at a 
time and its generous shelf surface 
leaves plenty of room for paintbrushes, 
beakers and toothpaste. Its round, 
corner-free forms also help prevent 
injuries. The washbasin is available 
in white, red and green. The colours 
have been fired on and are scratch-
resistant, hard-wearing and non-toxic.
The rounded form of the curvepro 
faucets not only lends a playful touch, 
the powder-coated lever grip in red 
or green is easy for children to grip 
and use. The corresponding single-
lever mixer with cartridge and fixed 
limitations allows, if defined and 
set by the customer, a lower water 
consumption and ensures scalding risk.
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LAUFEN PRO LIBERTY / MODERNA R

The barrier-free bathrooms transform comfort 
and practicality into good design and make an 
important contribution to independent living. 
LAUFEN pro liberty is a useful solution for 
hospitals, nursing homes and senior citizens' 
residences, as well as for private homes.
Its simplified lines make it a perfect match for the 
comprehensive range of LAUFEN pro baths and 
make standard-compliant use of the bathroom 
a much more comfortable experience. LAUFEN 
pro liberty conforms to DIN 18040 and SIA 
521 500. The washbasin impressed the jury 
and customers at the Universal Design Awards 
2011 and the Customer Favorites 2011.

81195.0 /
Washbasin, barrier-free

Options: .104 .109 .142 .156

Colours ceramic

.000 white
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LIBERTY LINE / REHAB
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WWW.LAUFEN.COM

www.tc.laufen.com

www.laufen.com

www.laufen.com/bimobjects
www.facebook.com/laufenbathrooms 

www.twitter.com/laufenbathrooms 
www.youtube.com/laufenbathrooms1
www.instagram.com/laufenbathrooms
www.pinterest.com/laufenbathrooms 




